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Penumbra takes a giant leap forward and moves ahead to provide us with the SNEAK PEEK of trends 
to come, an exclusive, monthly, fashion and creativity event that will put YOU, on the fashion 
forefront!!  
 
Slurl: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/zanze%20two/64/191/26 
SNEAK PEEK sim opens every 25th of the month. 
 
Penumbra, Second Life, October 10, 2014 – After two fantastic seasons of unparalleled success, 
PENUMBRA is opening the way to new opportunities.  This year you will be able to benefit from their 
monthly event appropriately called SNEAK PEEK.   
  
Enjoy the finest quality creations from the hottest designers who will be providing you with their 
exclusive items allowing you to become part of the fashionable elite. 
 
SNEAK PEEK is a vamped up production and an effervescent style platform that will take you to the front 
row of upcoming trends throughout the SL grid as the Penumbra staff and their chosen designers and 
creators kick off in full gear making sure you get the most from your SNEAK PEEK into the wonderful 
world of SL fashion. 
 
Take a Chic SNEAK PEEK into inspired designers with distinctive items that will outline the future of 
Second Life´s Fashion. Sophisticated pieces focused on luxurious and affordable style.  
  
The first monthly event will take place from the 25th of October to the 5th of November and you will 
have 10 magnificent days to shop and scout the latest trends!!! 
 
Featured Designers: 
Angel Dessous 
Ashmoot 
Asteria Creations 
blah.BLAH.blah 
BN designs 
BRAVURA HOMME 
CST DESIGNS 
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D.D.M. DESIGNS~ JEWELRY 
Dead Dollz 
Deluxe Body Factory 
Divalicious Designs 
Elysium 
EMO-tions 
Ever An' Angel 
F I N E S M I T H 
flow 
FLRN DESIGN 
Foil 
Ghee 
Glamistry 
Glitter 
HOLY SHIrT! 
JUMO Fashion and Beauty 
K-CODE 
KL Couture 
Leri Miles Designs 
Linealrise Design [LRD] 
LIZIAAH 
Loovus Dzevavor 
Lush By CoCo 
Lyrical B!zarre Templates 
M&M STYLE 
Masoom 
Meva 
Nya's Shop 
petit chat 
PICHI 
Poute 
Rapture 
SHEY 
Snowpaws 
TuttiFrutti 
WTB 
ZOZ 
 
About . PENUMBRA 
 
There exists a space of shadow and light, the almost imperceptible zone between luminous sun and the 
velvety black of an eclipse. This is the merging place of light and dark, the niche of perfect illumination 
and shadow. This is the penumbra. We are .PENUMBRA. We are FASHION.PENUMBRA is designed to be 
a fashion center, welcoming to various agencies and designers for fashion events of all types.  
 
. P.ENUMBRA. Website:  http://penumbrasl.com 
. PENUMBRA. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/penumbrasl 
. PENUMBRA. Flickr Group: https://www.flickr.com/groups/penumbra/ 
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